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Cyber Policy, Diplomacy & Legal Framework 

 New global cyber security center announced at Davos 

 Pakistan Launches ‘Surfsafe’ Application to Combat Cyber 

Extremism 

 India is planning steps to ensure cryptocurrencies are illegal 

within its payments system 

 New China Data Privacy Standard Looks More Far-Reaching 

than GDPR 

 Bitcoin dips as South Korea's cryptocurrency rules come into 

effect 

 Rex Tillerson proposes new 'cyber bureau' at the State 

Department 

 Polish electric company looks to Israel as ‘partner in fighting 

cyber-crime’ 

 Slovakian Parliament passes law on cyber-security 

Cyber Security 

 Data breach disclosure law will lift Australia’s cyber security 

game 

 International crackdown on anti-spyware malware 

 Exercise Crossed Swords Practised Cyber-Kinetic Operations in 

Latvia 

 Update on Twitter’s Review of the 2016 U.S. Election 

 Russians penetrated US voter systems, DHS cybersecurity chief 

tells NBC 

 ‘Fancy Bear': Defense Contractors' Email Hacked by Russians 

 Lebanese security agency turns smartphone into selfie spycam 

 Facebook to roll out new tools in response to EU privacy laws 

 Samsung starts making cryptocurrency mining chips 

 

 

Events 

 Tavola Rotonda sulla 

Homeland Security 

 Public sector cyber 

security 2018 

 The European 

Information Security 

Summit 2018 (TEISS) 
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https://www.reuters.com/article/us-lebanon-cyber/lebanese-security-agency-turns-smartphone-into-selfie-spycam-researchers-idUSKBN1F726S
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/jan/23/facebook-new-privacy-tools-response-to-eu-privacy-laws-sheryl-sandberg
http://www.digitaljournal.com/tech-and-science/technology/samsung-starts-making-cryptocurrency-mining-chips/article/513731
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Cyber Warfare, Intelligence and Terrorism 

 Hezbollah Goes on the Cyber Offensive with Iran’s Help 

 Cyberwarfare with Russia ‘now greater threat than terrorism’, warns British Army chief 

 Russia says Britain's Defence Secretary's claim of attack threat 'like something from Monty 

Python' 

 A quick look at US cyber warfare preparedness 

 Will Trump go nuclear over cyber warfare? 

 Four ways to avoid being a victim of Russian cyberwarfare 

 Hacking and cyber warfare are top humanitarian concerns 

 

 

Cyber Opportunities: Economy, Research & Innovation 

 Chronicle: a new Alphabet business dedicated to cyber security 

 Huawei to invest $800m in 5G research and development 

 Cyber offerings and demand for protection to increase in 2018: Fitch 

 New cyber training partnership aims to inspire young women 

 Israeli cyber security firms raised record $814.5 million in 2017 
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